Development and validation of the age-associated dementia policy (AgeD-Pol) computer simulation model in the USA and Europe
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ABSTRACT

Objective To develop and validate a novel, microsimulation model that accounts for the prevalence and incidence of age-associated dementias (AAD), disease progression and associated mortality.

Design, data sources and outcome measures We developed the AAD policy (AgeD-Pol) model, a microsimulation model to simulate the natural history, morbidity and mortality associated with AAD. We populated the model with age-stratified and sex-stratified data on AAD prevalence, AAD incidence and mortality among people with AAD. We first performed internal validation using data from the Adult Changes in Thought (ACT) cohort study. We then performed external validation of the model using data from the Framingham Heart Study, the Rotterdam Study and Kaiser Permanente Northern California (KPNC). We compared model-projected AAD cumulative incidence and mortality with published cohort data using mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) and root-mean-square error (RMSE).

Results In internal validation, the AgeD-Pol model provided a good fit to the ACT cohort for cumulative AAD incidence, 10.4% (MAPE, 0.2%) and survival, 66.5% (MAPE, 8.8%), after 16 years of follow-up among those initially aged 65–69 years. In the external validations, the model-projected lifetime cumulative incidence of AAD was 30.5%–32.4% (females) and 16.7%–23.0% (males), using data from the Framingham and Rotterdam cohorts, and AAD cumulative incidence was 21.5% over 14 years using KPNC data. Model projections demonstrated a good fit to all three cohorts (MAPE, 0.9%–9.0%). Similarly, model-projected survival provided good fit to the Rotterdam (RMSE, 1.9–3.6 among those with and without AAD) and KPNC cohorts (RMSE, 7.6–18.0 among those with AAD).

Conclusions The AgeD-Pol model performed well when validated to published data for AAD cumulative incidence and mortality and provides a useful tool to project the AAD disease burden for health systems planning in the USA.

INTRODUCTION

Advances in healthcare and public health prevention strategies have led to increased life expectancy in the USA over recent decades.1 Although the annual incidence of dementia has declined,2 longer lifetimes have led to an increased overall lifetime risk of age-associated dementias (AAD).3 AAD refers to all dementias that develop in people 65 years or older, including Alzheimer’s disease, the most common form of dementia worldwide, and other dementias (eg, vascular dementia).1–8 As of 2015, 14% of people over the age of 70 in the USA have been diagnosed with AAD, with average annual healthcare costs estimated at US$43 700/person.9 AAD incidence doubles approximately every 5 years for people aged 65–90 years,10 and the prevalence of Alzheimer’s disease, in particular, is projected to grow from 6 million in 2017 to 15 million by 2060.11–13 Because the number of people older than 65 years is estimated to nearly double from 55 million in 2019 to 98 million by 2060, a substantially
increased burden of AAD is likely for individuals, caregivers and society.14 Faced with an ageing population, national estimates of the future prevalence of AAD are essential for health systems planning, including caregiver burden, demand for home care personnel and skilled nursing facilities. While cohort studies provide an estimate of current AAD incidence and prevalence, simulation models present an effective method to project the future burden of AAD. However, existing simulation models are limited in their ability to examine multiple facets of dementia.

Several simulation models have been used to project the long-term clinical and economic outcomes necessary to inform clinical, economic and policy decisions, using estimates from observational studies.15–18 Although dementia in the elderly is most frequently multifactorial, most of the previously published dementia modelling studies only focus on Alzheimer’s disease; few simulation model studies focus on all types of AAD.19–22 Additionally, except for one model that used a post hoc calculation of dementia to capture an association between multiple comorbidities and dementia,19 most published dementia models do not include all elements necessary to address questions regarding cost-effectiveness: quality of life (QoL), the implications of comorbidities on AAD (eg, tobacco use, cardiovascular disease, depression), incidence of AAD in different subpopulations (eg, socioeconomic status) and healthcare costs.21–24 Our objective was to develop a novel, microsimulation model that could account for the prevalence and incidence of AAD, AAD disease progression, QoL, AAD-associated mortality and costs, as well as competing risks of death, to inform health systems planning. To our knowledge, the AAD policy (AgeD-Pol) microsimulation model will be the first model to project dementia prevalence, incidence and QoL, with a model structure that could incorporate comorbidities and costs.

**METHODS**

**Analytical overview**

We developed the novel AAD policy (AgeD-Pol) microsimulation model with distinct health states and transition probabilities between health states. It is structured similarly to the previously published Cost-effectiveness of Preventing AIDS Complications and Simulation of Tobacco and Nicotine Outcomes and Policy models.25–27 The AgeD-Pol model incorporates age-specific and sex-specific AAD prevalence and incidence, with increased mortality among those who develop severe AAD, to simulate the natural history, morbidity, and mortality associated with AAD in the USA following the International Society for Pharmacoeconomics and Outcomes Research and Society for Medical Decision Making guidelines.28 Using data from multisite USA and international studies,29–31 we derived AAD prevalence, AAD incidence, and mortality input parameters. We assessed the face validity of input parameters and verified the AgeD-Pol model structure and outputs using data from the Adult Changes in Thought (ACT) study.32 We next performed external model validation by comparing model-generated results to the AAD cumulative incidence and mortality observed in two of the best-described longitudinal cohorts of dementia (ie, Framingham Heart Study33 and Rotterdam Study34) and one longitudinal open observational clinical cohort (ie, Kaiser Permanente Northern California, KPNC).35 Each external validation used specific cohort characteristics and inputs from an observational cohort (online supplemental table S1) and evaluated model outcomes over the follow-up period reported for each cohort in the corresponding study.

**Model structure**

The AgeD-Pol model is an individual-level, Monte Carlo microsimulation model with a monthly time step (online supplemental figure S1). At model start, simulated individuals randomly draw for age and sex from user-defined distributions and then draw for AAD based on age-stratified and sex-stratified AAD prevalence. Individuals without AAD at model start have an age-stratified and sex-stratified probability of AAD incidence each month. The AgeD-Pol model uses a state-transition approach. To capture AAD progression among individuals with incident AAD, we applied a mean time (with SD) until progression to a more advanced stage of AAD (ie, mild to moderate). Each month, all individuals are at risk for non-AAD-associated death (ie, death due to all other causes), and individuals with severe AAD are at additional risk for AAD-associated death. We assumed that individuals with mild and moderate AAD had the same mortality risk as individuals without AAD. Additional model details are in online supplemental methods.

**Model input parameters**

**AAD prevalence and incidence**

We estimated age-stratified and sex-stratified AAD prevalence from a meta-analysis of 16 studies that defined AAD based on International Classification of Diseases, 10th Revision diagnostic codes and the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders IV criteria.36–38 We derived age-stratified and sex-stratified mild AAD incidence from the ACT study, a prospective cohort (1994–2010) of 3605 adults in Washington state without AAD at enrolment who had at least one follow-up examination. Participants were prospectively screened every 2 years for AAD based on the Cognitive Abilities Screening Instrument, Informant Questionnaire on Cognitive in the Elderly, and the Blessed Dementia Rating Scale, with neurological assessments from neurologists and neuropsychologists.32

**Transitions in AAD severity**

Adults with mild AAD transition to moderate AAD (mean, 44 months (SD, 37 months)) and from moderate to severe AAD (mean, 24 months (SD, 17 months)).39–40
Quality of life
We used the marginal disutility approach to incorporate health utilities that account for age-associated and dementia-associated QoL (table 1). This approach incorporated the marginal decrement in EQ-5D index scores from a regression model adjusted for age, sex, ethnicity, race, comorbidity, education and income. In addition to the sex-stratified baseline QoL, we incorporated reductions in QoL due to age and dementia, stratified by AAD stage (ie, mild, moderate, and severe), using the QoL disutility values from the results of the regression using EQ-5D values from the Medical Expenditure Panel Survey.

AAD-associated and non-AAD-associated mortality
To derive age-stratified and sex-stratified AAD-associated and non-AAD-associated mortality, we used the US age-stratified population from the Human Mortality Database 2015 and the Multiple Cause-of-Death Mortality Data from the National Bureau of Economic Research. Prior studies have suggested that AAD-associated mortality is experienced only among individuals with severe AAD; mortality rates among individuals with mild to moderate AAD are similar to those without AAD but increase among those who develop severe AAD. Therefore, we included AAD-associated mortality for people with severe AAD and non-AAD-associated mortality for all

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input parameter*</th>
<th>Base case value</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AAD incidence, per 1000 PY</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age, years</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Males</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60–64</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65–69</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70–74</td>
<td>11.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75–79</td>
<td>21.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80–84</td>
<td>49.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥85</td>
<td>80.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QoL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseline, range by age</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Males</td>
<td>0.86–0.89</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Females</td>
<td>0.84–0.87</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mild AAD</td>
<td>−0.09</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderate AAD</td>
<td>−0.18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severe AAD</td>
<td>−0.26</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AAD stage transitions, months, mean (SD)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Males</td>
<td>43.6 (37.0)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Females</td>
<td>43.6 (37.0)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mild to moderate AAD</td>
<td>43.6 (37.0)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderate to severe AAD</td>
<td>24.0 (16.7)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AAD-associated mortality, † % monthly</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age, years</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Males</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60–64</td>
<td>0.0017</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65–69</td>
<td>0.0044</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70–74</td>
<td>0.013</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75–79</td>
<td>0.036</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80–84</td>
<td>0.092</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥85</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-AAD-associated mortality, ‡ % monthly</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age, years</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Males</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60–64</td>
<td>0.10–0.12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65–69</td>
<td>0.13–0.18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70–74</td>
<td>0.18–0.26</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75–79</td>
<td>0.28–0.38</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80–84</td>
<td>0.43–0.60</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥85</td>
<td>0.66–3.04</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Additional inputs for the Framingham and Rotterdam validations are shown in online supplemental table S3.
†AAD-associated mortality is excess mortality used to modify the baseline non-AAD-associated mortality.
‡Non-AAD-associated mortality is in 1-year increments shown as a range for each 5-year age category.
AAD, age-associated dementia; F, female; M, male; PY, person-years; QoL, quality of life.
other simulated people. We stratified mortality events by whether they occurred among people with or without diagnosed AAD and created age-stratified and sex-stratified AAD-associated and non-AAD-associated mortality rates (online supplemental figure S1). We performed sensitivity analysis on the AAD-associated mortality (online supplemental methods [S2 Table]).

Internal validation
We performed internal model validation using input parameters from the ACT cohort and compared model output with published AAD cumulative incidence and survival in the cohort over 16 years, which was the maximum follow-up time in the ACT cohort.32

External validation
We performed three distinct, dependent external validations. We used both formal data sources (ie, studies intended for research purposes that include explicit study planning and design) and informal data sources (ie, data intended for other purposes, such as electronic health records or claims data). The AAD prevalence, incidence and mortality probabilities used for each validation scenario reflect the cohort of interest (online supplemental table S3); other input parameters were from the ACT study (table 1).

Formal sources

The Framingham heart study
The Framingham Heart Study is a community-based, longitudinal, prospective cohort study. Participants were screened for AAD every 6 months based on the Kaplan-Albert neuropsychological test battery, the Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE), and neurological assessment from neurologists and neuropsychologists.46 We simulated a cohort of females and males without AAD at model start (mean age (SD): 72.1 years (10.0 years); females 59.2%) who were subject to monthly age-stratified and sex-stratified probabilities of AAD incidence derived from Framingham data and followed for 25 years (online supplemental table S3).33 47 To reflect the natural history of the two Framingham cohorts (ie, the Original Cohort and the Offspring Cohort), we estimated mortality using 1975 and 2009 life tables. We then weighted model outcomes, based on the proportion of the Framingham cohort from each period,48 49 and compared the Age-D-Pol model projections for AAD cumulative incidence with published Framingham data. We did not validate the model to survival for the Framingham cohort because these data were not reported from the specific cohort with AAD incidence rates.

The Rotterdam study
The Rotterdam Study is a longitudinal, community-based, prospective cohort study focused on the chronic diseases of the elderly, including dementia.34 On entry to the cohort, participants were screened for AAD based on the MMSE, Geriatric Mental State Schedule, Cambridge Examination for Mental Disorders of the Elderly and laboratory testing by trained neurologists and neuropsychologists. After the initial assessment, participants were screened prospectively every 4 years and continuously monitored for clinically evident AAD, as per community standards.34 50

We simulated one cohort of 55-year-old males and another of 55-year-old females without AAD at model start (mean age (SD): 69.5 years (9.1 years); females: 59.9%) who: (1) never develop AAD; and (2) who develop incident AAD given monthly age-stratified and sex-stratified AAD incidence derived from the Rotterdam study (online supplemental table S3).34 We calculated non-AAD-associated mortality based on 1990–1995 Netherlands life tables. Given that the Rotterdam study has been shown to represent a lower risk population compared with the general population in the Netherlands,51 we calibrated the non-AAD-associated mortality to the observed mortality from the Rotterdam study by adjusting the mortality rates among males and females by 0.80x and 0.75x, respectively.52

We validated model-generated outcomes for: (1) AAD cumulative incidence; (2) survival among simulated individuals who develop incident AAD and (3) survival among simulated individuals who remain AAD-free at the end of the simulation, compared with published Rotterdam cohort data.34

Informal sources

The KPNC study
The KPNC study is a cohort study of KPNC health plan members older than 60 years without AAD at study enrolment who were followed until death or left the KPNC network.35 We compared three model-generated outcomes with published cohort data: (1) AAD cumulative incidence, (2) mortality among people who never develop AAD and people who develop incident AAD, and (3) survival following AAD diagnosis.

To evaluate these outcomes, we projected cumulative AAD incidence and mortality among people without AAD at model start but who eventually develop incident AAD (mean age (SD): 76.7 years (6.6 years); female: 54.6%). We also projected mortality for people who never develop AAD throughout the simulation (mean age (SD): 72.5y (6.3 years); female: 53.4%). Finally, we projected survival following AAD diagnosis among people with AAD at model start (AAD prevalence 100%; mean age (SD): 83.4y (3.0 years); female: 54.6%).

Given that AAD diagnoses were abstracted from the electronic health record after a clinician-documented diagnosis, KPNC data likely only capture the natural history of AAD following the moderate or severe stage of AAD.35 54 Under this assumption, we performed analyses in which we varied the stage of AAD at diagnosis from mild to moderate or severe among people with AAD at model start. We, therefore, examined three scenarios in which incident AAD was diagnosed at different disease stages: (1) 25% moderate, 75% severe; (2) 50% moderate, 50% severe and (3) 75% moderate, 25% severe. We
hypothesised that the AgeD-Pol model would best fit the KPNC data when AAD was diagnosed 50% of the time among people in the moderate stage of AAD and 50% of the time among people with severe AAD. Further information regarding AAD diagnosis in the KPNC study is provided in online supplemental methods.

**Goodness-of-fit**
We evaluated the goodness-of-fit between AgeD-Pol model-generated results and data sources using mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) for cumulative incidence and mortality rates and root-mean-square error (RMSE) for survival curves, as in previously published validation models. We applied the coefficient of variation of RMSE (CV-RMSE) as a relative measure of error to assess the goodness-of-fit for the survival curves. We calculated MAPE as the mean absolute percent difference between the AgeD-Pol model-projected and observed cumulative incidence or mortality from each data source. We calculated RMSE as the square root of the average of the squared difference between AgeD-Pol model-projected survival and observed survival from each data source. Then, we calculated CV-RMSE by dividing RMSE by mean observed survival, representing the relative error. We considered MAPE and RMSE values less than 10% to be evidence of good fit for the model.

**Patient and public involvement**
Patients or the public were not involved in the design, conduct, reporting or dissemination plans of our research.

**RESULTS**
We present the results of the internal validation of the AgeD-Pol model, as well as the three distinct external validations, in which we compared model-projected AAD cumulative incidence and mortality with published cohort data using MAPE and RMSE.

Eighteen of 21 model-projected outcomes fell within the 10% tolerance threshold for MAPE and RMSE.

**AgeD-Pol Model Internal Validation**

**Cumulative incidence of AAD**
Compared with the AAD cumulative incidence reported during 16 years of follow-up in the ACT study (10.5% among those aged 65–69 years), the AgeD-Pol model projected similar AAD cumulative incidence at 10.4% (figure 1, Panel A, MAPE 0.2%). Among those aged 85 years and older in the ACT study, AAD cumulative incidence was 36.9% compared with the AgeD-Pol model-projected AAD cumulative incidence of 37.2% (figure 1, Panel A, MAPE 0.8%). For the remaining individuals aged 70–84, the ACT study reported AAD cumulative incidence ranging from 18.3% to 33.9% compared with the AgeD-Pol model-projected AAD cumulative incidence ranging from 17.3% to 34.3% (figure 1, Panel A, MAPE 0.9%–9.8%).

**Survival**
The observed survival at 16 years in the ACT study was 72.9% among those aged 65–69 years compared with the AgeD-Pol model-projected overall survival of 66.5% (figure 1, Panel B (left), MAPE 8.8%). Among those aged 90 years and older, the observed overall survival in the ACT study was 14.7% compared with 16.3% projected by the AgeD-Pol model (figure 1, Panel B (right), MAPE 10.7%). Sensitivity analysis regarding AAD-associated mortality is displayed in online supplemental figure S2.

**Quality-adjusted life-years**
We projected 10.7 quality-adjusted life-years (QALYs) among males and females aged 65–69 years and 3.4 QALYs among males and 3.8 QALYs among females aged 90 years and older, using the AgeD-Pol model.

**Framingham study**

**Cumulative incidence of AAD**
Compared with the lifetime AAD cumulative incidence observed in the Framingham Heart Study of 24.0% (males) and 33.6% (females), we projected...
lifetime AAD cumulative incidence of 23.0% for males and 30.5% for females, using the AgeD-Pol model (figure 2, Panel A, MAPE 4.1% and 9.0% for males and females).

**Rotterdam study**

**Cumulative incidence of AAD**

The lifetime cumulative incidence observed in the Rotterdam cohort was 15.9% for males and 32.6% for females. The AgeD-Pol model projections were 16.7% for males and 32.4% for females (MAPE, 3.7% and 3.1% for males and females). When we populated the AgeD-Pol model with Rotterdam incidence data and projected AAD cumulative incidence among 55-year-old males and females, we noted a close approximation to AAD cumulative incidence reported in the Rotterdam cohort (figure 2, Panels B and C, red vs black bars).

**Survival among those who develop AAD**

Compared with the median survival observed in the Rotterdam cohort of 25.8 years (males) and 33.9 years (females), the AgeD-Pol model-projected median survival among 55-year-olds who never develop AAD was 25.7 years and 33.8 years, respectively. We found that the AgeD-Pol model-projected survival among 55-year-olds who never develop AAD was well calibrated to the observed Rotterdam survival for both males and females (figure 3, Panels C and D, RMSE 1.9/3.6, CV-RMSE 3.4%/5.3% for males/females).

**KPNC study**

**Cumulative incidence of AAD**

The AAD cumulative incidence observed in the KPNC cohort was 21.7% over 14 years, whereas we projected an AAD cumulative incidence of 21.5% with the AgeD-Pol model, assuming the diagnosis occurred during the moderate stage of AAD (figure 4, Panel A, MAPE: 0.9%).

![Figure 2](http://bmjopen.bmj.com/content/12/e056546/F1d)
Mortality among those who develop and never develop incident AAD

Among those who develop incident AAD, the observed mortality was 64.1% at 14 years, compared with the AgeD-Pol model-projected, 65.3% (MAPE: 1.8%). This mortality over 14 years was similar between observed KPNC data and AgeD-Pol model projections (figure 4, Panel B (left)).

The KPNC study censored individuals with a lapse in their KPNC health plan (eg, change in insurance status or death) and observed 37.0% mortality over 14 years of follow-up among those who never develop incident AAD. It is unknown what proportion of the censored population died during the 14-year follow-up; to be conservative, we assumed that the reported KPNC mortality had an upper bound of 37.0% + 21.6%, which includes the

---

**Figure 3** External validation of survival beginning at 55 years of age among (A) males and (B) females at risk for AAD and among (C) males and (D) females who never develop AAD: observed survival from the Rotterdam Study and projected results for the AgeD-Pol model. (A, B) depict survival among males and females, respectively, who are at risk for AAD; (C, D) depict survival among males and females, respectively, who never develop AAD. The solid red lines represent observed survival in the Rotterdam cohort based on Kaplan-Meier analysis, beginning at 55 years of age. The dashed black lines represent AgeD-Pol model-projected survival after age 55. AAD, age-associated dementia.

**Figure 4** External validation of (A) AAD cumulative incidence among people who develop AAD and (B) mortality among those who develop and never develop AAD: observed results for the KPNC Study and projected results for the AgeD-Pol model. (A) depicts the AAD cumulative incidence among those who develop AAD; (B) depicts the mortality among those who develop (left) or never develop AAD (right). The purple bars represent observed results from the KPNC Study. The black bars represent the AgeD-Pol model-projected results using the Adult Changes in Thought (base case) data. The black error bars show the additional percentage of individuals who were censored due to lapse in their KPNC health plan during the study; it is unknown if these individuals died or changed insurance. AAD, age-associated dementia; KPNC, Kaiser Permanente Northern California.
percent of population censored. The AgeD-Pol model-projected 14-year mortality of 45.5% fell within this range for mortality observed in KPNC (MAPE: 23.0%; figure 4, Panel B (right)).

Survival following AAD diagnosis among those with AAD at model start

The AgeD-Pol model-projected survival over 10 years provided a good fit with the observed KPNC survival, depending on the stage of AAD at the time of routine clinical diagnosis. The median survival observed in the KPNC cohort following AAD diagnosis was 3.3 years. Assuming 75% of people with AAD were diagnosed with moderate AAD and 25% with severe AAD, we projected median survival of 3.3 years with the AgeD-Pol model (online supplemental figure S3, Panel D, RMSE 7.6; CV-RMSE 18.9%). Other combinations of disease stage at which AAD was diagnosed offered a less good fit (online supplemental figure S3, Panels A, B, C, respectively, RMSE 18.0, 8.6, 11.8, CV-RMSE 44.8%, 21.5%–29.4%, respectively).

DISCUSSION

We developed and validated the AgeD-Pol model, a novel, microsimulation model of AAD among adults. We demonstrated the face validity of the input parameters and model structure, as well as the verification of model outcomes using internal validation. Based on recommended best practices, we also detailed the results of our external validation of the model to three distinct populations.

The ACT study observed an AAD cumulative incidence of 10.4% and survival of 66.5% after 16 years of follow-up among those aged 65–69 years. In an internal validation analysis that used parameters from the ACT study, these AgeD-Pol model projections of AAD cumulative incidence and overall mortality fit ACT data well (MAPE, 0.2%–9.8% and MAPE, 8.8%–10.7%, respectively). Overall, these results show that the AgeD-Pol model projects consistent outcomes observed for the standard input parameters. Because the model incorporates QoL in a manner that accounts for age and chronic comorbidities, we are able to assess the implications of dementia on QoL across dementia severity and decades of life, which is not available in most dementia models.

In external validation analyses for AAD cumulative incidence, the AgeD-Pol model projections fit the data closely for all three external validations. Using specific incidence parameters from the Framingham, Rotterdam and KPNC cohorts, the AgeD-Pol model projections of cumulative incidence resulted in the MAPE between model-generated and observed results ranging between 0.9% and 9.0%, within the criterion accepted as a ‘good fit’ in prior studies. Importantly, the AgeD-Pol model projections highlight that the cumulative incidence of dementia will vary widely depending on the population characteristics. Model outcomes using different cohort characteristics from ACT, Framingham, and Rotterdam resulted in a range of different cumulative incidence of dementia, reflecting the different educational attainment, vascular risk factors and family history.

In external validation analyses on mortality, the AgeD-Pol model projections among those at-risk for AAD and those who never develop AAD closely matched data from the Rotterdam Study and KPNC cohort. When model-projected survival curves were compared with observed data from both studies, the RMSE ranged between 1.9 and 18.0. The least good fit was the comparison of model projections with KPNC outcomes of survival among people with AAD, assuming that AAD diagnoses were among people with mild AAD (RMSE 18.0); however, AAD diagnoses in KPNC were taken from the electronic health record and likely capture only AAD cases in the moderate or severe stage. Additionally, the KPNC population may be healthier or more health-seeking than the general population. It may be more appropriate to assume the KPNC data represent AAD diagnosis among people with moderate and severe AAD. Under this assumption, the AgeD-Pol model established a good fit to observed survival data among individuals with and without AAD in both national and international settings.

The AgeD-Pol model has several features and potential future applications. It has the capability to estimate QALYs from age-associated and dementia-associated QoL parameters. The model projected 10.7 QALYs among people aged 65–69 years and 3.4–3.8 QALYs among males and females aged 90 years and older. In addition to AAD prevalence, incidence, and QoL, the model structure can incorporate AAD-associated healthcare costs, stratified by age, sex and disease severity; the AgeD-Pol model can, therefore, be used in the future to calculate the cost-effectiveness of interventions for AAD screening and treatment. Many previously published models describe disease progression in discrete steps, constraining the relationship between disease progression and other factors, such as QoL and AAD-associated mortality; the AgeD-Pol model allows for a range of outcomes. The AgeD-Pol model’s flexibility also allows for international analyses, where life expectancy and AAD risk factors differ from those in the USA. The features in the AgeD-Pol model could then be used to evaluate the clinical outcomes, costs, and cost-effectiveness of policies in the USA and other country-specific settings. To our knowledge, previously published dementia models do not incorporate QoL, costs and the implications of other comorbidities on AAD incidence and mortality. With a goal to provide evidence that can inform public health officials and policy-makers about future disease burden and the potential impact of interventions, future studies with the AgeD-Pol model could account for patient-level risk factors, comorbidities and competing risks of mortality with other diseases such as cardiovascular disease, diabetes and HIV.
and racial differences in AAD incidence and survival are well described.

In the absence of a meta-analysis that reports US-specific AAD incidence rates stratified by age and sex, we used incidence data from the largest observational cohorts. Reported AAD incidence rates and outcomes were averaged over the entire study periods; therefore, we were not able to examine the effects of declining incidence rates for different birth cohorts over longer follow-up periods in this validation analysis.

We have evaluated model validation in four distinct cohorts, which demonstrates the flexibility and reproducibility of the model. We do not account for the impact of non-pharmacological or pharmacological interventions, such as therapeutic lifestyle changes or treatment of other related diseases on AAD progression, which may have been implemented via routine clinical care for the ACT, Framingham, Rotterdam or KPNC cohorts. Although we do not account for the preclinical stages of AAD as outlined by the National Institute on Ageing and Alzheimer’s Association Workgroup, we focus on the clinical stages of AAD with the greatest impact on health systems planning. Future expansion of the model will include the preclinical stages of AAD, screening and treatment.

In summary, the AgeD-Pol model is a novel, microsimulation model of AAD that incorporates age-stratified and sex-stratified AAD prevalence, incidence, and mortality among adults. We successfully validated the model to three of the largest, longitudinal, observational cohorts of AAD in the world. The AgeD-Pol model is one of the first dementia models with the capability to specify age-stratified and sex-stratified AAD prevalence, incidence, QoL, and additional features that could incorporate rates of disease progression, and healthcare costs. It can be leveraged to perform policy-relevant analyses and inform decision-makers—including clinicians and public health officials—about questions related to health systems planning as their populations age.
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